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I have had a close association with e-counting over the past five years.  In this time e-counting has 

assisted my clients by providing seamless accounting support and the ease of online access of 
 financial information.   

With excellent client service and proactive advice and communication, there is no other provider in the 

marketplace that  would rather work with.  

 

Aaron Murden  

Director  
 
 
 
 
 

 

Leaders in High Performance Property 

 

E-counting has fast tracked the growth of the OHL Group over the last 12 months and is currently 

assisting with streamlining our management systems to assist us with a National roll out of our 

business in 2010.  

I would recommend E-counting to any company looking for assistance with gaining more Financial 

Control of their business. 

 

 Phil Hartog 

Director 

 

 



 

 

E-counting has been taking care of the financial side of my business since 2003. 

They take care of all my reconciliations as well as the day to day bookkeeping which lets me focus on 
the running of my business. 

In addition they alert me to any matters that require attention and provide all accounts and BAS 
reports to my Accountant in order to prepare my tax returns and ATO compliance. 

Matt and Reece have a thorough understanding of my business and how I like to run it. They 

frequently offer suggestions on how to improve the business and are always on the look out for 

potential clients and alliances that I can form. 

By having E-counting on my team I can relax knowing that all my accounts and compliance are up to 

date without having to worry about this side of the business thereby freeing up more time to enable 

me to generate new business. 

I am happy to recommend their services to anyone and feel free to contact me for any further details. 

Your Faithfully 

Michael Sudarski 

Senior Mortgage Broker 

 

 

 

E-counting provides a very professional, reliable service, which has helped our business enormously, 
especially through our expansion period. 

I know that I can always pick up the phone and get reliable, friendly and value added advice. 

 

Billy Seri 

Managing Director    



 
 

 

Environment Institute of Australia and New Zealand 
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To Whom It May Concern  

 
The Environment Institute of Australia and New Zealand is a member-based, not for 
profit organisation providing professional services to environmental practitioners 

throughout Australasia. e-counting has provided financial services to the Institute 
since 2007 and has brought a streamlined and practical focus in our Accounting.  

 
e-counting prepares our monthly accounts, provides regular reports for various 
Executive and Council meetings and is instrumental in preparing and providing our 

accounts for an annual audit.  
We are pleased to recommend e-counting to anyone requiring a straight forward, 

no fuss, professional approach to their financial management.  

 
 
Anne Young  

Operations Manager 

 


